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CHAPTER ONE

Preferred Plan
Introduction to the Project
The Murphy Crossing Study area is an island of under-developed lands
bounded by well-established residential neighborhoods and the Bend Parkway
that provides the north-south inter-city transportation link for automobile
and truck trafﬁc. The study area is 77-acres
immediately west of the Bend Parkway at the
southern limits of the City.
The study area consists of the area south of the
Pinebrook residential subdivision, west of the
Bend Parkway, north of Ponderosa Street, and
east of the old Brooks-Scanlon logging road rightof-way. The area to the north and west of the
study area is characterized by older developed
residential neighborhoods.

Figure 1 | Highway 97 The study area is 77-acres immediately west
of the Bend Parkway at the southern limits of the City.

Evidence of development is limited to the Arnold irrigation canal, the autooriented retail services on Romaine Village Way, and several single-dwelling
residences. The site is 77-acres of Ponderosa pine and lava rock. The study
area includes one of the largest remaining contiguous vacant or under-
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developed commercial properties in the City of Bend.
The Murphy Crossing study area is a recent addition to the City. The study
area was annexed from Deschutes County and incorporated into the City of
Bend in 1999.
The Oregon Department of Transportation participated with the City of

2

Figure 2 | Map of the Study Area The Murphy Crossing study area is a recent addition to the City.
The study area was annexed from Deschutes County and incorporated into the City of Bend in
1999.
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Bend in designing a plan for improvements to the Bend Parkway that will
ensure the long-term safety and capacity of the Bend Parkway and South
Third Street. One of the key safety features of the plan will eliminate at-grade
cross-access from neighborhoods on either side of the Bend Parkway. Atgrade intersections will be replaced with new east-west connector streets
in conformance with the Bend Area General Plan. Just last year, the Oregon
Transportation Commission agreed to support the joint ODOT/ City of
Bend transportation system plan for the Murphy Crossing study area with the
provision that the local connecting street system be supplemented with northsouth and east-west connectivity. The plan, the H Modiﬁed, Option 1, reﬂects

3

Figure 3 | H Modiﬁed, Option 1 Just last year, the Oregon Transportation Commission agreed to
support the joint ODOT/ City of Bend transportation system plan for the Murphy Crossing study
area with the provision that the local connecting street system be supplemented with north-south
and east-west connectivity. The plan, the H Modiﬁed, Option 1, reﬂects the functional circulation
requirements that the study was challenged to meet.
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the functional circulation requirements that the study was challenged to meet.
The improvements proposed for the Bend Parkway in the Murphy Crossing
WINCO OPTION

study area will further isolate this already remote collection of parcels.
Property owners who previously enjoyed the beneﬁt of highway access

WINCO OPTION

and frontage ﬁnd themselves confronting a future where that access will be
severely limited. The signiﬁcance of the changes created as a result of the

ODOT

MAYFIELD
BELL

Parkway improvements mean that all of six of the property owners—and the
neighborhoods that surround them—had to come together and consider a
new future plan for their properties. The primary challenge of the project is
to create an appropriate network of streets that beneﬁts all of the property
owners—and the neighborhoods that surround them—and meets the long-

SYMMETRY
LLC

term needs of the City of Bend.

ARNTZ

At a minimum, the Murphy Crossing Project must accommodate an eastwest “major collector” and a north-south “frontage” road. East of the Bend
Parkway, Murphy Road is currently designated as a “major collector” street.

Figure 4 | Property Ownership

The east-west collector street will connect Brookswood Boulevard with South
Third Street and the neighborhood farther to the east. The north-south
frontage road will connect Blakely and Badger with Pinebrook south through
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the study area to the Ponderosa/China Hat intersection—and eventually even
further south to the Baker/ Knott interchange.
Beyond satisfying the goals of Bend’s Transportation System Plan, the street
network for the study area must also accommodate a network of local
streets. The goal of the local network of streets is to provide access to
individual parcels. The objective is to limit vehicular speed and minimize trafﬁc
volumes on any individual street by distributing the trafﬁc to several local
streets. In order to effectively accomplish these goals, local streets need to be
developed in a grid-like pattern with a block length that ranges between 300
feet and 600 feet, consistent with City standards. Local streets are a primary
generator of urban form in our neighborhoods. They set the character of
the new neighborhoods. Local street standards provide sufﬁcient area to
accommodate the safe passage of cars and emergency vehicles, on-street
parking, and landscaped planting strips and sidewalks. These streets should
acknowledge the qualities of the natural landscape through which they pass.

Murphy Crossing Quick Response Project
The City requested the assistance of the Quick Response Program to evaluate
the transportation-related planning and design issues associated with these
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imminent changes. The Transportation and Growth Management (TGM)
program is a joint effort of the Oregon Department of Transportation
(ODOT) and the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and
Development (DLCD). The TGM program provides communities and
local governments with the tools to effectively manage growth, integrate
transportation and land use planning, encourage transportation-efﬁcient land
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Figure 5 | Preferred Plan The mix of uses—when combined with the transportation system goals—
represents a challenge for the design of a mixed-use neighborhood center. Murphy Road alignment
is based on Reﬁnement Plan H Modiﬁed Option 1, Alignment B.
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uses, and comply with the Transportation System Rule. The TGM program
made it possible to investigate planning and design options for the Murphy
Crossing study area. Our team was charged to go beyond a plan that only
provides for the long-term safety and capacity of the Parkway to consider a
network of streets and a land use plan that will serve as a convenient center
of neighborhood life.
The speciﬁc aspects of this study include:
p

The design of the plan for the Murphy Crossing neighborhood;

p

The general alignment of streets;

p

The general design, range, scale, and intensity of development for the
Murphy Crossing neighborhood; and

p

The implementing ordinances necessary to realize the plan.

Preferred Plan
The name of the project, Murphy Crossing, arises from the need to restore
east-west connectivity to an area isolated by improvements to the Bend
Parkway which arise from necessary improvements for reasons of safety. The
6

design act of elevating Murphy Road above and across the Bend Parkway was
the genesis of Murphy Crossing. Murphy Crossing has become more than just
a transportation plan, however. Through the work of the stakeholders, the
neighbors, the City staff, ODOT and the consultant team, Murphy Crossing is
emerging as a place in its own right.
A network of streets consistent with the City’s Transportation System Plan can
be accommodated within the study area. Preliminary design of the Murphy
Road extension west across the Bend Parkway, completed by engineers from
David Evans & Associates, indicates that the north-south “frontage” road can
connect with the east-west “major collector” street at a roundabout located
in the northeast part of the study area. The advantages of having these two
necessary streets intersect at grade and share a common route are lower cost
of the infrastructure, improved connectivity, more efﬁcient use of land, and a
heightened sense of community.
Murphy Crossing and the Frontage Road create the frame for the rest of the
development. The network of local streets and blocks connect these roads
to the individual parcels within the study area and—through the extension
of existing roads—like Mahogany Street and Romaine Village Way—to the
adjacent residential neighborhoods.
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The mix of uses proposed for Murphy Crossing—when combined with the
challenging transportation system goals—represents a true challenge for the
design of a mixed-use neighborhood center. The regional-serving scale of the
shopping destination of the proposed WinCo store represents one end of the
spectrum of intensity of use. At 92,000 square feet this warehouse grocery
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Figure 6 | Street Plan The network of streets envisioned by the Transportation System Plan that
will connect Murphy Crossing with the rest of Bend can be accommodated within the study area.
Preliminary design of the Murphy Road extension west across the Bend Parkway, completed by
engineers from David Evans & Associates, indicates that the north-south “frontage” road can
connect with the east-west “major collector” street at a roundabout located in the northeast part of
the study area. The advantages of having these two necessary streets intersect at grade and share
a common route are lower cost of the infrastructure, improved connectivity, more efﬁcient use of
land, and a heightened sense of community.
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store will serve the greater Bend area 24-hours a day. 819 daily automobile
trips (pm peak hour) result from this use alone as projected by trip generation
standards.
The Linear Park concept plan represents the appropriate balance of all of the
land uses that hope to locate in Murphy Crossing.
Characterized by its two block long central open space, the Linear Park
concept plan provides a range of development types and patterns that will
make Murphy Crossing—and the residential neighborhoods that surround it—
a complete mixed-use neighborhood center. It will provide the development
potential for a range of housing types, ranging from single-dwelling residential
to townhouse to live-work units to ﬂats and apartments. The new housing
opportunities will follow a physical pattern of development that makes a
gentle transition from the existing low-density single-dwelling neighborhood:
gradually becoming more dense at the center of the project site.
New housing opportunities will be supplemented by land zoned for mixeduse where housing will be fully integrated with neighborhood-serving retail
and commercial. This zone, set generally east of the central linear park is
12

intended to be more intensively developed than the northern and western
perimeter of the site where the transition to the existing low-density, singledwelling neighborhood is important for compatibility.
The WinCo store could easily dominate the scale and character of any 77acre parcel, but careful site design, appropriate adjacent uses and development,
and a mix of other zones and uses will help ease the transition from the
existing surrounding single-dwelling residential neighborhood.
The preferred plan for Murphy Crossing uses smaller scaled retail
development to “line” the WinCo store along the frontage road. WinCo
Stores has effectively used this pattern of development in other jurisdictions.
These “liner” stores are typically 65-100’ deep and provide storefront activity
along what would otherwise be a massive blank facade. At the Murphy
Crossing WinCo, these liner stores will bring vitality and interest to the
Frontage Road with smaller-scaled local-serving retail stores and restaurants
while providing a transition to the more intense use of the WinCo Store.
WinCo stores are very carefully programmed and planned for maximum
utility. The front of the WinCo store must be oriented directly facing its
associated surface parking lot. At Murphy Crossing this places the store front
facing south, at a right angle to the frontage road. The “liner” building retail
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stores preserve the functionality of the WinCo store while increasing the
potential for a lively street character on the frontage road.
Winco’s use of liner stores conﬁgured along a main street is not new. Within
the last ten years, national retail real estate developers have begun including
local retail “main streets” of liner shops in conjunction with big box retail.
Some of these new developments include public space, sometimes even parks,

13

Figure 7 | Neighborhood Transition New housing opportunities will create a gentle transition from
the existing low-density, single-dwelling neighborhood and gradually becoming more dense at the
center of the project site.

and housing parcels sold to outside developers. Four developments of this
type are described and illustrated in the Retail Case Studies Report in the
Appendix.
Landscape standards for the store, loading area and parking lot will help
to minimize the impact of the large-capacity parking area. The recently
constructed Safeway store at the intersection of SW Century and Simpson
represents an example of the potential to integrate parking for a similar kind
of use into a landscape with trees, boulders, and topography.
The mixed-use area provides the adjustment in scale from the single-dwelling
residential zone to the General Commercial Zone of the WinCo Store. The
residential component of the mixed-use zone will primarily face onto the
linear park. The commercial/ retail aspects of the mixed-use zone will address
the Frontage Road. This—along with street design that includes light standards
with banners, benches, trash receptacles, and other amenities—will help make
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Figure 8 | Main Street Perspective View
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Figure 9 | Detail Plan of Main Street The preferred plan for Murphy Crossing uses smaller scaled
retail development to “line” the WinCo store along the Frontage Road. WinCo Stores has effectively
used this pattern of development in other jurisdictions. These “liner” stores are typically 65-100’
deep and provide storefront activity along what would otherwise be a massive blank facade. At the
Murphy Crossing WinCo, these liner stores will bring vitality and interest to the Frontage Road with
smaller-scaled local-serving retail stores and restaurants while providing a transition to the more
intense use of the WinCo Store.
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the Frontage Road an active commercial road with the “personality” of a Main
Street.
Open space and parks was the one element that all of the stakeholder groups
identiﬁed as desirable for development within the study area. What open
space or park meant varied widely by individual. It was generally agreed that
there was no need to create parks with active play area for organized sports
such as soccer or softball. The wish list of other uses was quite extensive,
however, and ranged from dog parks to tot lots to passive recreation to

15

Figure 10 | Neighborhood Street The transition from single-dwelling to the mixed-use neighborhood
center passes through a linear park where the native Ponderosa pine trees are preserved.

community gardens. This demand for variety and ﬂexibility inﬂuenced the
design alternative for the study area. Two separate parks can be designed to
accommodate a range of the diverse uses demanded by the community.
The single-dwelling zone proposed for the study area represents a transition
from the existing low-density residential neighborhood that surrounds Murphy
Crossing. The characteristics of the new single-dwelling development will be
relatively small lots of 5,000 to 6,000 square feet oriented to the public realm
of the street with parking access provided by private lanes.
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Figure 11 | Newsletter Cover Initial communication with the neighbors and stakeholders took the

form of this newsletter. It provided information about the project, its funding, the stakeholder
groups, the consultant team and the schedule.
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Project Reconnaissance
On April 14th and 15th 2005, the design team met with City staff to walk the
site and review issues related to the project. The design team met with all six
property owners, including WinCo Foods, who
holds an option on the two large northernmost
properties. The team also met with the SW Bend
Neighborhood Association and representatives of
their reﬁnement plan committee.

Stakeholder Meetings
Property Owners

The property owners are a diverse group. Some
have held an interest in the area for many years;
some are relatively new property owners. There
was agreement on many of the issues affecting

Figure 12 | Design Team Site Tour On April 14th and 15th 2005, the
design team met with City staff to walk the site and review issues
related to the project.

the future of the area. Everyone accepts the inevitability that the access
restrictions to the Bend Parkway will eliminate highway commercial frontage
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and that Romaine Village Way will terminate at the new frontage road. Other
points of agreement included:
p

The understanding the transportation access to –and through– the area is a
complex issue;

p

The need for north-south connectivity provided by the new frontage road;

p

The need for east-west connectivity provided by the Murphy Crossing
improvements from Brookswood to South Third Street and beyond;

p

The need to preserve the land value of commercial property;

p

The need to provide mixed-use commercial and housing—including higher
density housing; and

p

The need to efﬁciently and fairly distribute the new network of roads to
provide access for all properties.

WinCo Foods

WinCo Foods is an employee-owned company with stores throughout the
western United States. WinCo opened their ﬁrst store in Boise, Idaho in 1967.
18

Since that time, this rapidly growing company has developed a very precise
programmatic and building model. WinCo stores are typically 92,000 square
feet of simply designed discount volume food display and sales.
The site design of WinCo stores is rigorously arranged for maximum efﬁciency.
Site conﬁguration is adapted to ﬁt this store design model rather than custom
designing each store to its site. WinCo can offer design ﬂexibility for those
elements outside of the store itself. In other contexts, similar to Murphy
Crossing, WinCo has incorporated “liner” stores along the side of its stores.
This increases the visual interest and shopping opportunity for customers.
WinCo has only designed and developed liner stores in the past; it does not
operate or manage them. WinCo remains true to its core discount volume
food business.
As critical as the store design and layout is to the business model of a WinCo
store, the surface parking area is equally important. The typical WinCo store
has parking for about 575 cars. Paul Simmons, vice president of WinCo
Foods, described parking as the “lifeblood” of a store. He challenged the City’s
current parking standards as too limiting and that parking for 550 was an
absolute minimum. WinCo wants to explore the current provisions allowing
shared parking as it completes its development plans so that it can be assured
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that sufﬁcient parking will be available to support store operations.
Site circulation and access are critical to the successful operation of a WinCo
store. WinCo Foods retains the services of Kittelson Associates to complete
all of its trafﬁc study work. Kittelson has helped WinCo Foods secure their
very own section in the ITE design manual for discount volume grocery stores.
WinCo wants assurance that the circulation network of on-ramps to and offramps from the Bend Parkway, streets, and frontage roads provide adequate
direct connection to the WinCo Foods site.
WinCo Foods is committed to Murphy Crossing and believes that their store
will make a signiﬁcant contribution to the neighborhood, the City of Bend, and
to the region.
Neighborhood Association

Members of the Southwest Bend Neighborhood Association and the
neighborhood plan reﬁnement committee met with the design team and City
staff to share their concerns, discuss neighborhood needs, and to present their
ideas for the design of the new neighborhood. Speciﬁc comments included:
p

Protect existing neighborhood character;

p

Provide a transition between the existing neighborhoods and the new
neighborhood by providing a transition of uses and scale from least intense
to most intense across the site;

p

Encourage new development to serve local needs ﬁrst and regional needs
second;

p

Preserve the balance of commercial use to residential use;

p

Provide a grid of streets to link the neighborhoods to the new east-west
and north-south connectors through the site;

p

Preserve natural features and trees to the maximum extent practicable, and

p

Construct a north-south frontage road that connects to neighborhoods
north and south of the site.

The neighborhood expressed a vision for development that “completes”
and enhances the existing residential neighborhoods, with local-serving retail
services, parks, and homes, and creates a transition from the large lot singledwelling development that currently exists to a true mixed-use zone that
includes retail, commercial, and residential uses.
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The neighborhood association expressed a vision for Murphy Crossing where
nature is preserved within the constraints of development. They would like
care taken to preserve “dark skies,” where site lighting is carefully designed
and stray illumination at night is minimized, especially in winter months. The
neighbors do not want to recreate the “big box” effect of the store across
the Bend Parkway from the site. They expressed a desire to preserve and
enhance the existing basalt and lava stone rock outcroppings and signiﬁcant
stands of Ponderosa pines. The existing Arnold irrigation ditch will most likely
be placed in a covered transmission pipe, but the association expressed a
desire for some aspect of this water feature to be recreated on the site.
City and State Agencies

The stakeholder meetings included representatives from the Oregon
Department of Transportation and Bend Metro Park & Recreation District. All
of the agencies recognized the signiﬁcance of the transportation problem to
be solved within the study area. Speciﬁc comments included:
p

Murphy Road will function like a minor arterial with two lanes in the study
area and three to ﬁve lanes east of the Bend Parkway, in the vicinity of 3rd
Street.

20
p

The north-south frontage road will carry moderate trafﬁc volumes and
connect a series of east-west arterials west of the Bend Parkway from
Blakely and Badger to the north to the Ponderosa/ China Hat interchange
in the south and, eventually, beyond to the Baker/ Knott interchange.

p

Preserve the current balance of commercial zoning to residential zoning

p

The new regional access streets must not overwhelm the network of new
local streets that extend into the adjacent neighborhood.

p

Bend Metro Parks & Recreation indicated that a neighborhood park is
needed in the project vicinity.

Opportunities and Constraints
Every site has its advantages and disadvantages. Every site offers its potential
for development in a unique way that demands a speciﬁc solution in order
to realize the best design. The full list of design determinants—the wish
list—is derived from the interviews with property owners, the neighborhood
association, the affected and interested City and State agencies, and WinCo
Foods. No site, anywhere, is capable of supporting the wishes of all
concerned parties. A discussion of the opportunities inherent in a site and the
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constraints to development is a ﬁrst step in the design process. The project
team identiﬁed and discussed the opportunities and constraints for Murphy
Crossing beginning with the site observation and inspection the afternoon
of 15 April 2005. The opportunities and constraints were presented and
discussed at the ﬁrst community design workshop on 12 May 2005.
For the purposes of explanation we consider that opportunities and
constraints can include the following elements.
An opportunity is:
p

A community asset;

p

An area or element of special character, or

p

A chance to achieve community goals.

A constraint is:
p

A barrier –physical, regulatory, or economic– that must be overcome;

p

A physical boundary;

p

An imbalance;

p

A lack of synergy, or

p

Missing land uses, facilities, services, or transportation choices.

Design constraints at Murphy Crossing

There is limited access to the study area site. Currently access is limited to
Romaine Village Way. Improvements to the Bend Parkway will exacerbate
this lack of access to the study area. This design constraint is the primary
determinant driving the Murphy Crossing project.
The project itself places an additional constraint upon the project. The
essential need to provide both east-west connectivity from Brookswood
Boulevard to Murphy Road east of South Third Street and north-south
connectivity from Blakely and Badger to Ponderosa/China Hat means that
roads and circulation are a key design determinant and a challenge to efﬁcient
land use.
Part of the circulation problem that constrains the site is the improvements to
the Bend Parkway. Beyond the impact that disconnecting the existing highway
commercial properties from their historic access, the on-ramps and off-ramps
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from South Third Street to the Bend Parkway have additional impacts on the
study area. These impacts include site area lost to development of the ramp
access system with the changes in grade necessary to accommodate the overand under- ramps necessary for safe separation of trafﬁc ﬂows. The character
of these ramps and the Parkway itself represent an additional constraint. Its
single-purpose use and large-scale character limit potential development
patterns to only those that can be made compatible with the roadway.
The physical conﬁguration of the site—a long tapering triangle is also a
constraint to development. The ownership pattern, combined with the
physical conﬁguration of the site, will place constraints upon possible design
solutions. Gary Bell recommended at the initial stakeholder meeting on 14
April that the design team approach the area south of the ODOT land as if it
was in a single ownership—a kind of United States of Murphy Crossing—so
that the design alternatives could be more freely considered.
Design opportunities

The natural features of the study area represent one of the design
opportunities. The rock ledges and signiﬁcant stands of Ponderosa pine are
inherently beautiful and characteristic of the site in its natural state. Man22

made features like the Arnold irrigation canal contribute to the visual quality
of the study area. All of these, combined with the relative isolation of the site,
provide signiﬁcant habitat for invertebrate, avian and mammalian life. It’s not
unusual to see deer browsing in the study area; local residents spotted a ﬁvepoint buck just last winter.
The 77 acre site is sufﬁciently large to accommodate a variety of uses and to
accommodate a network of local streets, pedestrian ways, and bicycle routes
that will connect this new area of Bend to the larger community in a new and
more complete way.

Workshops
Workshop One

On Thursday May 12, 2005 and then on Thursday June 2, 2005, Public
Workshops were held to present and take comments on plan alternatives.
City staff mailed a newsletter to the community in advance of both
workshops.
At the ﬁrst Workshop, the design team presented 3 different alternatives for
consideration.
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While placing the new east-west connecting road behind houses is not
desirable, participants recognized that all schemes affected the backyards of
some—either Romaine Village residents or Pinebrook subdivision residents.
Some from the neighborhood understood that the area is going to be
developed in any case, and therefore the best design alternative should be
chosen. Many people articulated a concern that any scheme should keep
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Figure 13 | Scheme A—WinCo Main Street

Figure 14 | Scheme B—Linear Park

Figure 15 | Scheme C—WinCo South
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commercial from butting up against residential.
WinCo representative stated that the property had to work for WinCo or
there will be no project. Among the three alternatives, no alternatives were
acceptable to WinCo.
After the workshop general presentation, participants discussed the schemes

Comments Received [Figure 16]
Community Comments – Recorded on ChartPak
p
p
p
p

p
p
p

p

p
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p

p
p
p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Verify the zoning—existing vs. proposed ratio
Show example of landscape buffer
Roads behind houses—not desirable
WinCo comment—looking at alternatives: property has to work for WinCo or there
will be no project. No alternatives acceptable to WinCo
ODOT response to WinCo—still require rezone
Romaine Village is a big loser with 32 mobile homes affected by Brooks-Scanlon Road
Rick Root explains impacts of each road alignment: “A”—No houses removed—most
attractive. “B” several houses and/or mobile homes affected.
Limelight would not be “landlocked.” Intersection could have pedestrian friendly
intersections and a narrow roadway at Murphy Crossing
Grade of Murphy Crossing is high but Frontage Road is low. How to make them
work?
Access to alternatives for public review?—Scaled copy will be provided to property
owners and neighborhood association
What about showing an alternative that avoids mobile home park?
Show existing land use pattern under proposals
Zoning—currently
Is City considering upzoning RL to RS? No, but accessory dwelling units and home
occupation may add value
Concern about 3/4 acre lots against smaller lots
What about putting buffer/open space along edge of existing housing
What about “buy out” rights to houses removed?
Timeline? Too early to consider buy out, check issues
Area is going to be developed in any case—choose best development alternatives
Make road more linear without “jogs”
Likes alternative 3
Keep commercial from butting up against residential
Likes Plan 2
Likes Commercial around park
Has trafﬁc analysis been done yet?
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with City staff and members of the design team, recording their comments
directly on the maps. The majority of people who commented voiced a
preference for the Alternative 2—Linear Park.
Workshop Two

At the second and ﬁnal Workshop the design team presented the Preferred
Alternative from Workshop One, re-designed to reﬂect the comments and

Community Comments—Notated on Maps [Figure 17]
WinCo Main Street—Plan Alternative 1
p
p
p

Northernmost residential—good transition.
Grade problems at intersection of Murphy Crossing and Frontage Road.
Better transition needed between commercial to the South and adjacent
neighborhood.

Linear Park—Plan Alternative 2
p
p
p
p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Keep the curves. It will help slow trafﬁc.
Spread out park. Why not behind the single and separate existing RL from RS?
The park offers buffer and less commercial.
Pinebrook Owners Association really prefers not to have the Option B.
Prefer this plan because commercial is away from single dwellings and buffered by
multi-dwellings—also looks like more park area.
I like plan #2.
Roundabout at Brookswood Blvd and connect to Murphy Crossing?
I like the East end of Cypress to the North Brooks-Scanlon easement to Brookswood.
Why can’t Romaine Village bordering properties beneﬁt from rezoning to RS?
Put the park area next to the residential.
Move the park strip West and the mixed-use East.
I prefer this alternative.
Grade problems at intersection of Murphy Crossing and Frontage Road.
South-North connection serves regional access.
East-West connection serves neighborhood access.
If we lose southernmost park area, gain it back in East-West orientation.
Strict design qualiﬁcations for WinCo and other commercial.
Land exchange for folks whose property is eliminated or highly compromised.
If mixed use has courtyards, face south for warm sun, solar access.

WinCo South—Plan Alternative 3
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Don’t make it so difﬁcult for the commercial.
Stop the residential growth to the south.
Buy out the [illegible] area and ease the road situation.
Too much residential.
Northernmost residential—good transition.
Grade problems at intersection of Murphy Crossing and Frontage Road.
Murphy Crossing-Driftwood Ct.—narrower road.
Bigger park.
Southern commercial area needs better transition to residential to the West
This plan is better for regional trafﬁc access and protects neighborhood better—
strong North-South.
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concerns expressed by Workshop participants.
At the ﬁrst Workshop, some participants had identiﬁed the problem of
grades at the northeast corner of the site, where the Frontage Road and
Murphy Crossing entered the site: “the grade of Murphy Crossing is high but
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Figure 18 | Section at Murphy Crossing Engineers determined that an alignment where Murphy
Crossing meets the Frontage Road at a roundabout could occur at grade.

Frontage Road is low. How to make them work?” one participant asked. The
design team had understood from the beginning of the project that an atgrade intersection of these two streets was the ideal. Between Workshops,
preliminary design work was conducted by engineers from David Evans &
Associates, and they determined that the north-south “frontage” road could
connect with the east-west “major collector” street at a roundabout located in
the northeast part of the study area. The possibility that these two necessary
streets could intersect at grade and share a common route enabled the design

Design Principles [Figure 19]
All of the work of the design team was informed by six urban design principles:
p Transition land uses
p Create a network of local streets
p Find new connections for north-south and east-west access
p Integrate natural & man-made features into plan if possible
p Create a mixed-use center, integrating proposed commercial with neighborhoodserving retail
p Incorporate a neighborhood park or parks into residential neighborhood and/or
mixed-use center
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team to develop a more direct circulation plan that took up less land and
provided more efﬁcient movement through the site.
At the ﬁrst Workshop, Romaine Village residents had asked that an alternative
be shown that avoided the mobile home park. The design team took another
look at Murphy Crossing alignment south of the Pinebrook subdivision,
an alignment that the ODOT South Bend Parkway Reﬁnement Study had
identiﬁed as H Modiﬁed, Option I Alignment B. The “Preferred Alternative—
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Figure 20 | Plan Option The “Preferred Alternative—Option” continues to show the H Modiﬁed, Option 1 Alignment
A strategy for Murphy Crossing. City staff recommends that both the Preferred Alternative and the Option be forwarded
for consideration by City Council.
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Option” continues to show the H Modiﬁed, Option 1 Alignment A for Murphy
Crossing. City staff recommends that both the Preferred Alternative and the
Option be forwarded for consideration by City Council.
The Preferred Alternative also responded to a southern property owner’s
request for fewer streets through the middle of their site and less or no
parkland dedication. The design responded with minimal intervention in the
southern parcels, requiring only dedication of right of way for the frontage
road, relocated to the eastern edge of the property wherever possible, and
the relocation of Romaine Village Way to the northern edge of the Bell
property. The plan proposes a 50’ landscaped buffer at west property line,
which, added to the irrigation canal easement creates a 100’ or greater buffer
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Figure 21 | Previous Planning Study Previous Planning Study Urbsworks participated in the 1996
design charrette for the study area, then located outside of the City limits and known as the Romaine
Neighborhood. This planning effort preceded ODOT’s safety improvements to the Bend Parkway.

between residential to the west and new Commercial or Mixed-Use zoning
to the east. With these improvements, the design team proposed allowing
all property owners to up-zone to Mixed-Use (from Highway Commercial
and Urban Standard Density Residential). This option allows the southern
property owners to beneﬁt from greater development potential of higher
intensity zoning, while providing residential neighbors to the west with greater
certainty of protection through the buffer.
A note about the park design: parks as small as those proposed for Murphy
Crossing are designed and maintained by Parks & Recreation, are intended
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primarily for neighborhood use and depend upon on-street parking. Most
often these parks are not designed for large-scale active play for sports like
soccer or softball.

Transportation Analysis
ODOT and the City of Bend participated in the joint study/Reﬁnement Plan
to develop a plan for improvements to the Bend Parkway that ensure longterm safety while meeting the demands for increased capacity. One of the
key safety features of the plan is the elimination of at-grade cross-access from
neighborhoods on either side of the Parkway. At-grade intersections will
be replaced with new east-west connector streets in conformance with the
Bend Area General Plan. The H Modiﬁed, Option 1, reﬂects the functional
circulation requirements of the ODOT/City plan.
The design team reviewed this work (the south Bend Parkway Reﬁnement
Study Trafﬁc Analysis, January 2004), including appendices and procedures
used by ODOT staff in preparing the report. The design team was charged
with conducting a two part transportation analysis. The ﬁrst part is a trip
generation analysis that estimates vehicle trips generated by the Preferred
Alternative in order to evaluate the capacity of the proposed new street
network. Trip generation calculations quantify the number of vehicles entering
and exiting roadways on the development site. Multiplying the development
potential—the square footage of commercial and the number of new dwelling
units—by the trip generation rates established for similar uses as determined
by the ITE (Institute of Transportation Engineers) Trip Generation Handbook
provides a forecast of impacts to the road network surrounding and serving
the study area.
The second component of the transportation analysis consists of preliminary
cost estimates for the proposed network of streets. The City Council
requested this work be included in the Quick Response project because
the previous study had not determined the cost of new streets necessary
to replace access eliminated by Parkway safety improvements. The previous
work of the Reﬁnement Plan also did not determine the precise alignment
of the Murphy overcrossing, street connections or how they relate to the
proposed development.
The work completed by ODOT and the City leading to the recommendation
for the H Modiﬁed, Option 1, is based upon development of the study area
using the current zoning. The proposed design plan for Murphy Crossing
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prepared by the design team increases the intensity of some uses but
preserves the overall balance of commercial and residential uses. Preserving
the current ratio of residential to commercial zoning on site ensures
consistency with the City’s Comprehensive Plan and supports preparatory
work for the City’s possible expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary.
The case for expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary for the purpose of
adding residential land is compromised by any loss of residential land within
the current boundary. Maintaining balance between the residential and
commercial zoning is also necessary since the proposed General Commercial
zoning in the Murphy Crossing Preferred Alternative generates the greatest
number of trips over any of the other proposed land uses.

Trip Generation Technical Memorandum for the Preferred
Alternative
David Evans and Associates, Inc. (DEA) provided this memorandum as part of
the Murphy Crossing Quick Response Project in Bend, Oregon. The technical
memorandum analyzes the potential for commercial/retail and residential
development in the South Bend area, as proposed in the Preferred Alternative,
to determine the potential trip generation from this area at full build-out. The
30

Memorandum then compares the trip generation projection of the Preferred
Alternative to the trip generation projection of the South Bend Parkway
reﬁnement Study (SBPRS).
Preferred Alternative

The key transportation elements providing access for the Preferred
Alternative include:
p

A new connection with Murphy Road at Third Street that continues west
over the Bend Parkway with an eventual connection to Brookswood
Boulevard.

p

North of the site a new Frontage Road will connect to the north to the
existing Blakely Road which connects to Powers Road.

p

A new Frontage Road will connect through the site south of Murphy Road
to Ponderosa Drive.

p

A new off ramp from the southbound Bend Parkway will connect to the
proposed Frontage Road.

p

To the west of the new Frontage Road, an internal street system will
provide access to the development and the existing residential area west of
the site.
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Preliminary Calculations of Development Type

The ﬁrst step in determining trip generation from a site is to determine the
potential square footage of the proposed commercial/retail development and
number/type of residential dwelling units. The following tables were provided
to DEA and represent an estimate of available land area to be developed for
commercial/retail, mixed use, and residential dwelling units. Table 1 outlines the
Gross Acres and Net Acres available for development in the site area. Table
2 converts the Gross and Net Acres into estimated building square footage
for commercial/retail and mixed use, and the residential area into residential
dwelling units. Gross to Net Acreage was calculated through direct area takeoffs of building footprints. This produced a more precise Net Acreage for each
proposed land use than the conventional net-to-gross multipliers.

TABLE 1 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE – WORKSHOP 02 [Figure 22]
Gross Acres

Net Acres

Existing Conditions
(Gross Acres)

76.90

61.28

76.90

Commercial Area
(CG)

23.10 (30%)

20.53 (34%)

34.00 (44%)

Mixed-Use

19.20 (25%)

14.76 (24%)

not applicable

Residential Area

24.60 (32%)

19.03 (31%)

42.90 (56%)

Multi-Dwelling
Residential

15.60

12.10

not applicable

Single Dwelling
Residential

9.00

6.93

42.90

10.00 (13%)

6.96 (11%)

not applicable

Site Area

Open Space

TABLE 2 ESTIMATED SQUARE FOOTAGE OF COMMERCIAL MIXED USE & DWELLING UNITS
[Figure 23]
Commercial Area

Mixed-Use

Total gross 23.10 acres
acreage

Total gross 19.20 acres
acreage

Total net 20.53 acres
acreage

Total net 14.76 acres
acreage

CG square 311,590 sf
footage (35% lot
coverage)

CG square 385,292 sf
footage (60% lot
coverage)

Residential Area
Multi- 12.1 A =
Dwelling 145 DU
(12 DU/A)
Single 6.93 A = 35
Dwelling DU
(5 DU/A)
Total 321* + 145
Dwelling + 35 =
Units (DU) 501 DU

*321 = Mixed Use Residential Dwelling Units
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Trip Generation Calculations

Trip generation relates speciﬁc land uses to the number of vehicles entering
or exiting the roadways from the development site. To estimate the amount
of trips generated (trafﬁc volumes) which would be added to the roadways
surrounding and serving the study area site, the potential trip generation (in
terms of vehicles) is established by multiplying the measurable aspect of the
potential development (i.e., square footage, dwelling units) by corresponding
trip generation rates established for similar land uses. The estimated vehicle
trips generated by the potential development in the study area for a typical
PM peak hour was determined using the Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE) Trip Generation handbook, 7th Edition.
Table 3 shows the square footage of the retail/commercial and residential
dwelling units by the speciﬁc retail/commercial and residential types that
have been estimated for this development site. The categories shown are
based on the ITE Trip Generation handbook as noted above. Based on
the development type, the estimated trips from each type of development
have been calculated. These trips are the gross trips and do not reﬂect
the interaction between residential and commercial retail in a mixed-use
32

development.
ITE land use designation 814: Special Retail Center was used to determine
the trip generation for the area noted as Neighborhood Commercial. This
use was used rather than using several small site speciﬁc uses (i.e. coffee shop,
hardware store, pharmacy, bank, ﬂorist, bakery, etc.), because it better deﬁnes
trip generation with a group of retail uses. Trip generation reduces with a
grouping of retail uses, as one trip to the site typically accounts for more than
one trip. Typically a trip to this type of development will entail a stop at a
coffee shop, then over to the bank, then on to the pharmacy, or some other
grouping of trips in the retail center.
For the General Commercial area, site-speciﬁc ITE land use designations
were used. The sites typically are large retail/commercial areas that will
attract trafﬁc from the region. The WinCo site was estimated as 92K square
feet gross building ﬂoor area (ITE designation 854: Discount Supermarket).
The remaining estimated square footage of gross building ﬂoor area was
distributed for the General Commercial area as shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3 TOTAL PM PEAK HOUR TRIP GENERATION [Figure 24]
Land Use

ITE
Code
(1)

ITE Land
Use
Description
(1)

Variable

Quantity

Average
Rate

Enter

Exit

Total
Gross
PM
Peak
Hr
Trips

Single Family
Residential

210

Single-Family
Detached
Housing

DU (2)

35

1.01

22

13

35

Multi-Family
Residential

230

Residential
CondoTownhouse

DU (2)

145

0.52

51

25

75

Mixed-Use
Residential

220

Apartment

DU (2)

160

0.62

64

34

99

210

Single Family

DU (2)

161

1.01

102

62

163

DU (2)

501 DU

240

133

373

KSF (3)

385

459

584

1043

459

584

1043

Residential

Neighborhood
Commercial
Specialty Retail
Shops

814

Specialty
Retail

2.71

385 KSF
General
Commercial
WinCo
Supermarket

854

Discount
Supermarket

KSF (3)

92

8.90

418

401

819

Ofﬁce Supply
Superstore

867

Ofﬁce Supply
Superstore

KSF (3)

25

3.40

45

40

85

Tire Superstore

849

Tire
Superstore

KSF (3)

15

3.17

22

25

48

Remaining
Commercial
(CG Zone)

820

Shopping
Center

KSF (3)

180

3.75

324

351

675

KSF (3)

312 KSF

809

817

1626

1508

1534

3042

TOTAL GROSS TRIPS

(1) ITE = Institute of Transportation Engineers
(2) DU = Dwelling Units
(3) KSF = 1,000 square feet
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Trip Generation Comparison

The South Bend Parkway Reﬁnement Study (SPBRS) report considered
a smaller development size and lower trip generation type of use for the
Commercial Area The SBPRS Appendix indicates the estimated trips in the
PM peak hour for the area north of Romaine Village and west of the Bend
Parkway as 838 “new trips” for year 2022.
The trafﬁc analysis for the Preferred Alternative (at full build-out of the study
area) estimates the potential for trips generated to/from the study area at
approximately 2,820 trips in the PM peak hour. Due to the effect of pass-by
and diverted linked trips, the estimated “new trips” to/from the site were
estimated to be in the 2,100-2,200 range for the Preferred Alternative.
Note: this is a summary of the Trip Generation Technical Memorandum for the
Preferred Alternative. A full version of the report appears in the Appendix.

Cost Estimates for Streets in the Preferred Alternative
Technical Memorandum
These are preliminary cost estimates for streets identiﬁed in the Preferred
34

Alternative (keyed to sections on pages 8-11. The costs represent 100 linear
feet of roadway. They are estimated at a conceptual planning level of detail ,
rather than at a construction, engineering level of detail.
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ROAD SECTION #1A – MURPHY ROAD [Figure 25]
60’ RW (Similar to #1A without median) 5.6.6.11.11.6.6.5=57’
#

Item

Qty

Units

Unit Cost

Cost

1

12” Concrete Curb Class “C”

200

LF

$9.00

$1,800.00

2

Concrete Sidewalk

1000

SF

$3.50

$3,500.00

3

4” Thick Asphalt Concrete

378

SY

$13.00

$4,914.00

4

10” Thick Aggregate Base

378

SY

$8.00

$2,024.00

5

Drywells

1

EA

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

6

Catch Basins

1

EA

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Total for 100 LF: $19,938.00
*Road length = 100 LF

ROAD SECTION #1B – MURPHY ROAD [Figure 26]
80’ RW (Similar to #2A wihout parking) 12.6.14.6.14.6.12=72’
#

Item

Qty

Units

Unit Cost

Cost

1

12” Concrete Curb Class “C”

400

LF

$9.00

$3,600.00

2

Concrete Sidewalk

2400

SF

$3.50

$8,400.00

3

4” Thick Asphalt Concrete

444

SY

$13.00

$5,772.00

4

10” Thick Aggregate Base

444

SY

$8.00

$3,552.00

5

Drywells

1

SE

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

6

Catch Basins

1

SE

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Total for 100 LF: $28,024.00
*Road length = 100 LF
ROAD SECTION #1C – MURPHY ROAD [Figure 27]
100’ RW (5 lane section) 5.6.6.24.16.24.6.6.5=100’
#

Item

Qty

Units

Unit Cost

Cost

1

12” Concrete Curb Class “C”

400

LF

$9.00

$3,600.00

2

Concrete Sidewalk

1000

SF

$3.50

$3,500.00

3

4” Thick Asphalt Concrete

667

SY

$13.00

$8,671.00

4

10” Thick Aggregate Base

667

SY

$8.00

$5,336.00

5

Drywells

1

SE

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

6

Catch Basins

1

SE

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Total for 100 LF: $27,807.00
*Road length = 100 LF
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ROAD SECTION #2A – FRONTAGE ROAD (MAIN STREET) [Figure 28]
#

Item

Qty

Units

Unit Cost

Cost

1

12” Concrete Curb Class “C”

400

LF

$9.00

$3,600.00

2

Concrete Sidewalk

2400

SF

$3.50

$8,400.00

3

3” Thick Asphalt Concrete

556

SY

$8.00

$4,448.00

4

8” Thick Aggregate Base

556

SY

$5.00

$2,780.00

5

Drywells

1

SE

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

6

Catch Basins

1

SE

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Total for 100 LF: $25,928.00
*Road length = 100 LF

ROAD SECTION #2B – FRONTAGE ROAD [Figure 29]

36

#

Item

Qty

Units

Unit Cost

Cost

1

12” Concrete Curb Class “C”

400

LF

$9.00

$3,600.00

2

Concrete Sidewalk

1600

SF

$3.50

$5,600.00

3

3” Thick Asphalt Concrete

556

SY

$8.00

$4,448.00

4

8” Thick Aggregate Base

556

SY

$5.00

$2,780.00

5

Drywells

1

SE

$5,500.00

$5,500.00

6

Catch Basins

1

SE

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

Total for 100 LF: $23,128.00
*Road length = 100 LF
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Appendix
Preferred Alternative Traffic Analysis
Retail Case Studies Report

MURPHY CROSSING
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
David Evans and Associates, Inc. (DEA) is providing this memorandum as part of the Murphy
Crossing Quick Response Project in Bend, Oregon. This technical memorandum analyzes the
potential for commercial/retail and residential development in the South Bend area, as proposed in the
Preferred Alternative, to determine the potential trip generation from this area at full build-out.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
The Murphy Crossing area comprises approximately 77 acres adjacent to the west side of the Bend
Parkway (Highway 97), south of a proposed Murphy Road extension over the parkway to Ponderosa
Drive. The Murphy Crossing Quick Response project area is limited to the land area south of
Pinebrook subdivision, north of Ponderosa Drive, west of the Parkway and east of the BrooksScanlon logging road alignment.

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
After several discussions with interested parties and two workshops a Preferred Alternative has been
developed and is shown on the following map as “Preferred Alternative Linear Park v.2 “. The
key transportation elements providing access for this alternative include:
•
•
•
•
•

A new connection with Murphy Road at Third Street that continues east to Parrell Road,
and west over the Bend Parkway with an eventual connection to Brookswood Boulevard.
North of the site a new Frontage Road will connect to the north to the existing Blakely
Road which connects to Powers Road.
A new Frontage Road will connect through the site south from Murphy Road to
Ponderosa Drive, and eventually south to Baker Road.
A new off ramp from the southbound Bend Parkway will connect to the proposed
Frontage Road.
To the west of the new Frontage Road, an internal street system will provide access to the
development and the existing residential area west of the site.

PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT TYPE
The first step in determining trip generation from a site is to determine the potential square footage of
the proposed commercial/retail development and number/type of residential dwelling units. The
following tables were provided to DEA and represent an estimate of available land area to be
developed for commercial/retail, mixed use, and residential dwelling units. Table 1 outlines the
Gross Acres and Net Acres available for development in the site area. Table 2 converts the Gross
and Net Acres into estimated building square footage for commercial/retail and mixed use, and the
residential area into residential dwelling units.
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TABLE 1 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE - WORKSHOP 02
Site Area
Commercial Area (CG)
Mixed-Use
Residential Area
Multi-Dwelling Residential
Single Dwelling Residential
Open Space

Gross Acres

Net Acres 1

76.90
23.10 (30%)
19.20 (25%)
24.60(32%)
15.63
9.00
10.00 (13%)

61.28
20.53 (34%)
14.76 (24%)
19.03 (31%)
12.10
6.93
6.96 (11%)

1 Represents the actual take off from the plan map (minus the street system)

TABLE 2 ESTIMATED SQUARE FOOTAGE OF COMMERCIAL MIXED USE AND
DWELLING UNITS
Commercial Area

Mixed-Use

Total gross acreage = 23.10 acres

Total gross acreage = 19.20 acres

Total net acreage = 20.53 acres

Total net acreage = 14.76 acres

CG square footage = 311,590 sf

Neighborhood Retail square footage = 385,292 sf
Residential: High Density 385,292 sf =321 DU (1200sf/DU)
Residential Area

Multi-Dwelling: 12.1 A = 145 DU (12 DU/A)
Single Dwelling: 6.93 A = 35 DU (5 DU/A)
Sum of Dwelling Units (DU)
321 DU + 145 DU + 35 DU = 501 DU

TRIP GENERATION CALCULATIONS
Trip generation relates specific land uses to the number of vehicles entering or exiting the roadways
from the development site. To estimate the amount of trips generated (traffic volumes) which would
be added to the roadways surrounding and serving the study area site, the potential trip generation (in
terms of vehicles) is established by multiplying the measurable aspect of the potential development
(i.e., square footage, dwelling units) by corresponding trip generation rates established for similar
land uses. The estimated vehicle trips generated by the potential development in the study area for a
typical PM peak hour was determined using the Institute of Transportation (ITE) Trip Generation
handbook, 7th Edition.
Table 3 shows the square footage of the retail/commercial and residential dwelling units by the
specific retail/commercial and residential types that have been estimated for this development site.
The categories shown are based on the ITE Trip Generation handbook as noted above. Based on the
development type, the estimated trips from each type of development have been calculated. These
trips are the gross trips and do not reflect the interaction between residential and commercial retail in
a mixed-use development.
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ITE land use designation 814: Special Retail Center was used to determine the trip generation for
the area noted as Neighborhood Commercial. This use was used rather than using several small site
specific uses (i.e. coffee shop, hardware store, pharmacy, bank, florist, bakery, etc.), because it better
defines trip generation with a group of retail uses. Trip generation reduces with a grouping of retail
uses, as one trip to the site typically accounts for more than one trip. Typically a trip to this type of
development will entail a stop at a coffee shop, then over to the bank, then on to the pharmacy, or
some other grouping of trips in the retail center.
For the General Commercial area, site-specific ITE land use designations were used. The sites
typically are large retail/commercial areas that will attract traffic from the region. The WinCo site
was estimated as 92K square feet gross building floor area (ITE designation 854: Discount Store).
The remaining estimated square footage of gross building floor area was distributed for the General
Commercial area as shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3. TOTAL PM PEAK HOUR TRIP GENERATION
Land Use

ITE
Code

ITE Land Use
Description

Variable Quantity Average Enter
Rate

Exit

Total Gross
PM Peak Hr
Trips

Residential
DU1

35

1.01

22

13

35

DU

145

0.52

51

25

75

220
210

Single-Family
Detached Housing
Residential CondoTownhouse
Apartment
Single Family

DU
DU
DU

160
161
501 DU

0.62
1.01

65
101
239

34
62
134

99
163
372

814

Specialty Retail

KSF2

385

2.71

459

584

1043

459

584

1043

Single Family Residential

210

Multi-Family Residential

230

Mixed-Use Residential

Neighborhood
Commercial
Specialty Retail shops

385 KSF
General Commercial
WinCo Supermarket
Office Supply Superstore

854
867

KSF
KSF

92
25

8.90
3.40

418
45

401
40

819
85

849

Discount Supermarket
Office Supply
Superstore
Tire Superstore

Tire Superstore

KSF

15

3.17

22

25

48

Remaining Commercial
(CG zone)

820

Shopping Center

KSF

180

3.75

324

351

675

KSF

312 KSF

809

817

1626

1507

1535

3041

TOTAL GROSS TRIPS
1
2

Dwelling Units
1,000 Square Feet
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Internal Trips: The basic premise behind the data presented in the ITE Trip Generation handbook is
the information was collected at single-use, freestanding sites. With multi-use development sites,
trip-making characteristics are interrelated and some trips are made by walking from one land use to
another (residential to retail and retail to residential); therefore, these trips are not being made on the
street system. DEA staff reduced the total trips from development in the area identified as Single
Family/Mixed-Use/Multi-family development by the internal trip factor. This reduction is shown in
Table 4 where an internal capture reduction factor was used for entering and exiting PM peak hour
trips. Copies of Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 from the ITE Trip Generation handbook, plus the Internal
Capture Worksheet are attached in the Appendix.
TABLE 4. NEW PM PEAK HOUR TRIPS AT SITE DRIVEWAYS1
Land Use

Gross Internal Capture New Enter Internal Capture New Exit New PM Peak Hr
PM Peak
Trips
Reduction
Trips
Trips at Site
Reduction
2
2
Hr Trips
Exiting
Driveways
Entering

Residential
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Mixed-Use Residential Area
Apartment
Single Family

35
75

29%
29%

16
36

31%
31%

9
17

25
53

99
163
372

29%
29%

46
72
170

31%
31%

23
43
92

69
115
262

1043

9%

418

12%

514

932

514

932

401
40
25
351

819
85
48
675

809

817

1626

1397

1423

2820

Neighborhood Commercial
Specialty Retail shops

1043

418

General Commercial
WinCo Supermarket
Office Supply Superstore
Tire Superstore
Remaining Commercial (CG
zone)

819
85
48
675

0%
0%
0%
0%

1626
TOTAL NEW SITE TRIPS

418
45
22
324

0%
0%
0%
0%

1. This Table shows trip reductions from internally captured trips between the Neighborhood Commercial and Residential
land uses. The resulting total trips do not account for pass-by trips/diverted link trips, and represent new trips to the site
driveways and new roadway network directly adjacent to development.
2. Internal capture reductions based on the procedure presented in the ITE Trip Generation handbook, Chapter 7.
Tables and summary sheet are in the Appendix.

Pass-By and Diverted Linked Trips: Commercial/Retail-oriented developments often locate near
and adjacent to major streets and interchanges to attract the motorists already on the street system.
The ITE Trip Generation handbook discusses the pass-by trip-making phenomenon as: “Pass-by
trips are made as intermediate stops on the way from an origin to a primary trip destination without a
route diversion. Pass-by trips are attracted from traffic passing the site on an adjacent street or
roadway that offers direct access to the generator. Pass-by trips are not diverted from another
roadway”. The ITE Trip Generation Handbook describes diverted linked trips as “….trips that are
attracted from the traffic volume on roadways within the vicinity of the generator but that requires a
diversion from the roadway to another roadway to gain access to the site.”
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It is estimated that the designated General Commercial development will attract pass-by and diverted
linked trips to/from Third Street, the Bend Parkway and Murphy Road. Table 5 identifies the
reduction in trips associated by development type. It is important to note that the pass-by/diverted
linked trips are still shown on the street system and driveway approaches adjacent to the General
Commercial development and on Murphy Road at Third Street. However, these should not be
included on the major street system after these trips are back onto the main routes they came from:
• Northbound Bend Parkway north of the new northbound Murphy Road ramp (estimated that 43%
of the Pass-by/Diverted Linked trips are to and from northbound Bend Parkway)
• Southbound Bend Parkway south of the new fly-over ramp from southbound Third Street
(estimated that 34% of the Pass-by/Diverted Linked trips are to/from southbound Bend Parkway)
• Third Street north of Murphy Crossing (estimated that 5% of the Pass-by/Diverted Linked trips
are to/from Third Street)
• Murphy Road east of Third Street (estimated that 10% of the Pass-by Diverted/Linked trips are
to/from Murphy Road east of Third Street)
• Murphy Road west of the development site (estimated that 10% of the Pass-by/Diverted Linked
trips are to/from Murphy Road west of the development)
This information should be used to analyze highway operations and street intersections outside the
study area. Map 3 and Map 4 indicate the “New Trips” on the routes where it was estimated the
Pass-by/Diverted Linked trips are reduced from the site generated trips. This information should be
used with some caution as it is based on limited data from the ITE Trip Generation handbook.
Table 5. Total PM Peak Hour Trip Generation1
Land Use

PM Peak Hour Pass-By
Diverted New Entering New Exiting Net New PM
Trips at Site Reduction
Linked
Trips
Trips
Peak Hour
Driveways
Reduction
Trips

Residential
Single Family Residential

25

0%

0%

16

9

25

Multi-Family Residential

53

0%

0%

36

17

53

69
115
262

0%
0%

0%
0%

46
72
170

23
43
92

69
115
262

932

0%

0%

Mixed-Use Residential Area
Apartment
Single Family
Neighborhood Commercial
Specialty Retail shops

932

418

514

932

418

514

932

General Commercial
WinCo Supermarket2

819

9%

21%

292

281

573

Office Supply Superstore3

85

32%

25%

20

17

37

Tire Superstore

48

0%

0%

22

25

47

Remaining Commercial Area 3

675

32%

25%

141

152

293

475

475

950

1626

TOTAL NEW SYSTEM TRIPS
1063
1081
2144
1. This table incorporates the reductions from internally-captured trips in Table 4, and also removes pass-by and
diverted linked trips related to the General Commercial land uses. The resulting trips represent new trips to the overall
street system beyond the direct influence area of the new development.
2. Source: ITE Trip Generation Handbook, Table 5.20. Pass-by & diverted linked percentages based on a single study.
3. Source: ITE Trip Generation Handbook. Figure 5.5 Pass-by fitted curve equation: Ln(t)=0.29Ln(X)+5.001. Pass-by
calculation based on square footage of a single shopping center consisting of 205 KSF (Office Supply Superstore +
remaining commercial area). Diverted linked trip percentage from Table 5.4, based on average percentages from 19
similarly sized shopping centers from 100-300 KSF.
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TRIP DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS- ESTIMATED INTERSECTION VOLUMES
The next step in this process is to place the estimated trips generated from the development site on the
adjacent street system. For distribution of the trips from the General Commercial development it was
estimated that 90% of the trips are Regional and the trip distribution shown in the South Bend Parkway
Refinement Study (SBPRS) was used. The remaining 10% was hand assigned to the local street
system west of the development site. The Regional trip distribution is shown in the Appendix of the
SBPRS report on page G8 and a copy is attached to this memorandum. Using the estimated trips from
the General Commercial development and the trip distribution as noted above, Map 1 shows the
estimated volumes at the key intersections.
NOTE: Map 1 through Map 3 assume there is no connection of the new Frontage Rd south of
Ponderosa Drive to Baker Road, and that there is no over-crossing of the Bend Parkway and
connection of China Hat with Ponderosa Drive.
To determine the trip distribution for the Residential and Neighborhood Commercial, it was assumed
that 70% of the traffic would be generated from the neighborhoods to the west of the development and
30% would be work related trips and the Regional distribution as shown in the SBPRS report was
used. The neighborhood distribution was assumed as: 35% using Ponderosa Drive, 30% using
Murphy Road, 5% from the new Frontage Rd to the north, 10% using Mahogany, and 20% using
Romaine Village access. Map 2 shows the estimated volumes at the key intersections/streets from the
Residential and Neighborhood Commercial development.
Map 3 combines the traffic from Map 1 General Commercial development, and Map 2 the
Residential/Neighborhood Commercial development, and is the total estimated trip distribution from
the entire study area. The estimated volumes at the key intersection approaches have been identified.
Map 4 also combines the traffic from both the General Commercial development and the
Residential/Neighborhood Commercial development (for an estimated trip distribution from the entire
study area) as in Map 3. However, the assumption for Map 4 is that the new Frontage Road connects
south to Baker/Knott and that there is a connection between Ponderosa Drive and China Hat. The
estimated traffic from the Baker/Knott/China Hat area that was placed on Murphy Road in Map 3 was
shifted to the Frontage Road and the Ponderosa Drive/China Hat connections. It was estimated that
50% of the traffic to/from the south from the Bend Parkway would access the site using the
Baker/Knott interchange and the Frontage Rd. to the site. It was estimated that the R/R crossing at
Baker and the fact that the Murphy connection is more direct to the site would only reduce the use of
the Bend Parkway connection to/from the south to Murphy Road by 50%.

COMPARISON OF THE TRAFFIC ESTIMATES FOR THE STUDY AREA BETWEEN THE SOUTH
BEND PARKWAY REFINEMENT STUDY (SBPRS) AND THE PREFERRED ALT 2 PROPOSAL
The SBPRS report considered a smaller development size and lower trip generation type of usage for
the Commercial area. Page G6 of the SBPRS Appendix indicates the estimated trips in the PM peak
hour for the area north of Romaine Village and west of the Bend Parkway as 838 “new trips” for year
2022. The portion of Table G4 (SBPRS report) that covers the Preferred Alternative study area is
shown in the following Table 6.
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Table 6. SBPRS Report - Primary Trip Generation (PM peak hour) Table G4, North of Romaine
Village & West of Bend Parkway
Description/Use

ITE Code

Size

Primary
Trips %
N/A
N/A
100

Primary
In
Out
Trips
Single Family homes
210
88 Dwellings
89
58
31
Condos/Townhouses
230
335 Dwellings
181
121
60
1
440,000 sq. ft.
Business Park
770
568
132
436
Total
838
311
527
1 Note: Table G4 on Page G6 of the SBPRS report indicates 1,260,000 Sq. Ft. of Business Park development in
this area; However, according to ODOT staff this should have been 440,000 Sq. Ft. based on a Floor Area Ratio
estimated at 35%

The traffic analysis for the Preferred Alternative (at full build-out of the study area) estimates the
potential for trips generated to/from the study area at approximately 2,820 trips in the PM peak hour
(Table 4 after the internal capture trip reduction was determined). Due to the effect of pass-by and
diverted linked trips, the estimated “new trips” to/from the site were estimated in the 2,100-2,200
range (Table 5) for the Preferred Alternative.
A comparison of intersection Level of Service (LOS), Volume to Capacity (V/C) ratio, and queuing
analysis with the SBPRS report was not conducted. City of Bend staff were concerned that the
background traffic numbers used in the SBPRS report were much too aggressive in the land
conversion and land consumption estimates, thereby heavily inflating the background traffic estimates.
Until the future background traffic estimates can be agreed to by the local agencies, it didn’t appear
appropriate to take time and money to analyze several intersections in the study area and immediate
vicinity.

BACKGROUND TRAFFIC INFORMATION
The Bend Metro area EMME2 modeling information for year 2030 is currently underway and
according to City of Bend officials should be completed by the end of July 2005. To get a true
estimate of future volumes at the key intersections in the study area, the estimated traffic from the
proposed development shown in the Preferred Alternative will need to be added to the estimated
background traffic for this area.
When staff from the transportation agencies involved in this study agree to the future level of
development and traffic levels, the intersections in the study area will need to analyzed for intersection
operation. What is important in the analysis of the intersection operation is the need to adequately
size and design the roadway system in the area to handle the proposed development for the study area,
and the local/regional background traffic through the area.
The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) has advertised for an Interchange Area
Management Plan (IAMP) for the South Bend Parkway Interchange. Certainly as part of this plan the
intersection operation and roadway design for the study area will be a key element.
However, in an order to get an understanding of potential through background volumes that could be
added to the site generated through the roundabout at the intersection of Murphy Road and the south
leg of the Frontage Road, a computer analysis of operation was conducted. A computer program
called SIDRA was used for the analysis.
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Under Map 3 conditions (no frontage road connection to Baker/Knott, and no over-crossing of the
Bend Parkway at Ponderosa/China Hat), the south approach at the Murphy Road and Frontage Road
south intersection would have an approximate Volume to Capacity ratio of 0.57 with site generated
traffic only. It is estimated that background traffic in the 300 vehicle per hour range in both the east
and westbound approaches on Murphy could be achieved with the south Frontage Road connection
operating at a Volume to Capacity ratio under 1.0. A Volume to Capacity ratio of 1.0 is the City of
Bend design standard for a Roundabout approach leg. The SIDRA work sheets for Map 3 conditions
are in the Appendix.
Under Map 4 conditions (with a frontage road connection all the way to the Baker/Knott area, and an
over-crossing of the Bend Parkway that connects Ponderosa with China Hat), the south approach at the
Murphy Road and Frontage Road South intersection would have an approximate Volume to Capacity
ratio of 0.44 with site generated traffic only. It is estimated that background traffic in the 450 to 500
vehicle per hour range in both the east and west bound approaches on Murphy could be achieved with
the south Frontage Road connection operating at a Volume to Capacity ratio under 1.0. The SIDRA
work sheets for Map 4 conditions are in the Appendix.
A key intersection that ODOT and City of Bend staff will need to carefully review, as the EMME2
work is completed for the Bend Metro area, is the intersection of Murphy Road and Third Street. This
will be a signalized intersection and the eastbound and northbound approaches are the key approaches
for the proposed site development. It appears that the eastbound Murphy Road approach to Third
Street will need 3 lanes to handle the left turns, the through volume, and especially the right turns
destined to northbound and southbound Bend Parkway. It appears there will need to be a right turn
only lane to northbound Bend Parkway, and possibly a through/right turn lane (to Bend Parkway
southbound). The northbound Third Street approach may need a dual left turn lane to westbound
Murphy Road. If the Frontage Road is completed to the Baker/Knott interchange area and an overcrossing is built over the Bend Parkway that connects Ponderosa to China Hat, the site impacts to the
Murphy Road and Third Street intersection are reduced.
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Case Studies:
The Changing Face of Destination Retail Planning

S

ince the end of World War II, retail types and
locations have been changing continuously
with the changes in housing location, personal
mobility and transportation and distribution
trends. Prior to the war, households tended to
live within walking distance of the grocery and
produce stores where many shopped on a daily
basis. In many cities, generations of families
stayed in the same neighborhoods and supported
local businesses and institutions by walking,
driving short distances on local roads or use of
local transit systems.
Post World War II saw the development of the
highway system, and an increase in employment
and wages strikingly different from the economic
depression experienced before the war. With
the highway system came the first development
of housing subdivisions, allowing households
to move from the cities. Retail developers,
following the population began to move from
the city as well, locating first in town centers and
then on strategic locations at highway exits close
to growing markets.
By the 1970’s major retail of the type previously
found in downtown centers had moved into
malls and grocery stores were located almost
exclusively in high traffic locations on arterials,
spaced for a suburban market area with a twomile radius. Size of retail outlets increased and
distribution costs were reduced by consumer
use of automobiles to reach auto-oriented retail
locations.
The years since then have seen an increasing
consolidation in all categories of retail. Retail
developers since 1970 sought national credit
tenants and refined the retail mix such that
malls became virtually identical in their shops
and offerings. Over the same period, two
employed persons per household became
the norm. Constraints on time, and the retail
homogenization, had the result of lowering time

spent in malls. The consumer desire for lower
pricing and a willingness to drive further for
single stop shopping resulted in the creation of
what is now termed destination or “big box” retail
outlets.
Big boxes were developed as standalone
facilities with very large (up to sixty miles) market
radii, shifting distribution cost to the consumer
and offering discount pricing on a wider selection
of goods in return. The development strategy
relied upon low land and facility cost coupled
with large distribution networks.
In the last ten years there has been an increasing
desire on the part of consumers for local “main
streets” that cater to local desires for community
and identity. This trend has been recognized by
national retail real estate developers who are now
catering to this preference by including local retail
main streets of liner retail shops in conjunction
with big box retail. Liner shops are small shops
that “line” the parking areas and provide more
leasable space without taking large footprint pads.
The liner shops face on a main street with their
backs to the larger parking areas.
The object of this new form of development is to
capture local interest and retail support while also
capturing the wider radius offered by destination
retail. The main street model using liner shops, by
increasing consumer time on-site, increases sales
and allows lease rates for small retail space that can
be higher than typical in-line retail formations.
These new developments include public space,
sometimes even parks, small spaces for locally
oriented businesses, connections to adjoining
neighborhoods, interior pedestrian-oriented main
streets and even housing parcels sold to outside
developers. The case studies included on the
following pages are illustrative of these trends.
Each has a main street of liner retail shops and a
collection of amenities to increase time on site and
thus increase sales.
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Edgewood; Atlanta, Georgia
Developer: The Sembler Company
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Opening Date:
Summer 2005
Program:
600,000 sf retail
Tenants:

Contact:

Lowe’s
Target
Kroger
Best Buy
Barnes & Noble
Bed Bath & Beyond
Ross Dress for Less
Office Depot
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Hazel Dennis
404.847.1800

The Edgewood Retail Center is surrounded
by a densely populated section of Atlanta
close to Interstate 20 and in between the
Inman Park and Candler Park MARTA
train stations. The project will integrate
big boxes with local shops and restaurants
to create a “Main Street” that will be
the hub of neighborhood activity while
providing the draw of national retailers. An
existing historic building on the site will be
converted to residential lofts. This and the
planned multi-story residential units on the
east and south sides of the development will
be constructed by other developers.
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The Orchards; Westminster, Colorado
Developer: Forest City Stapleton, Inc.
Opening Date:
Fall 2006 / Spring 2007
Program:
1,000,000 sf commercial
500 residential units
Anchor Tenants:
Foley’s
JC Penney
AMC Theatres
Contact:
Robb Brown
Forest City Stapleton
7351 East 29th Avenue
Denver, CO 80238
rbrown@fcdenver.com
(303) 996-7736 x736

Forest City is building several open-air “Power
Towns” in the Denver region, integrating bigbox retailers with “mainstreet” amenities. This
format combines the advantages of the draw
of regional retail chains with the attraction of
specialty shops in a pedestrian-oriented setting.
The street layout of this project is designed on
the local grid system with a vision for the long
term. After the big boxes have outlived their
usefulness (10 to 15 years) it will be possible to
infill the parking lots and big box sites with a
more urban character.
Residential units are integrated adjacent to the
retail spine, with the expectation of vertical
integration when the site is redeveloped in 20
years.

Graphic by Calthorpe Associates

North Field; Denver, Colorado
Developer: Forest City Stapleton, Inc.
Opening Date:
Late 2005 / 2006
Program:
1,200,000 sf commercial
Anchor Tenants:
Bass Pro
Foley’s
Harkins
Super Target
Contact:

Robb Brown
Forest City Stapleton
7351 East 29th Avenue
Denver, CO 80238
rbrown@fcdenver.com
(303) 996-7736 x736

Forest City is building several open-air “Power
Towns” in the Denver region, integrating bigbox retailers with “mainstreet” amenities. This
format combines the advantages of the draw
of regional retail chains with the attraction of
specialty shops in a pedestrian-oriented setting.
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CityPlace; Long Beach, California
Developer: Developers Diversified Realty
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CITYPLACE

Long Beach, CA
SITE:
A. Wal-Mart
B. Ross Dress For Less
C. Nordstrom Rack
1. Albertsons

A

Site
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